


Dear 
Guests,
We live and breathe hospitality and love it 
when we can make you happy. Our teams are 
also happy to fulfill any wishes you may have, 
usual or unusual, and surprise you with some 
friendly ACHAT-moments.

Heartfelt, genuinely authentic, simply personal. 
We also appreciate constructive suggestions, 
preferably from one person to another, which 
allows us to improve our services further. Feel 
free to tell the entire world about everything 
you like about us, and be sure to visit us again 
soon.

We wish you really amazing stays.

Yours sincerely, Philipp von Bodman



Each of Them Unique

No two are the same. They proudly 
bear three stars *** up to four stars 
Superior ****S. They provide between 
three and five room categories. 
And in terms of architectural and 
interior design, they are always 
very individual. They can be found 
where the action is in city centers. 
Or near trade shows, airports, and 
transportation hubs. Or out in the 
idyllic countryside, with excellent 
connections to sights and tourist 
attractions.

Each is Special

Numerous ACHAT Hotels are  
recommendable for meetings, 
events and celebrations. Each one 
offers its own enchanting special 
features such as a cozy beer gar-
den, a culinary sun terrace, a park 
view, and so much more.

Always. Real. Amazing. 

All our hotels are well-known for 
their lavish breakfast buffets (that 
easily earn their stars) with  
sparkling wines included. The 
restaurants love to serve regional 
cuisine interpreted with a modern 
twist. And they always have a bar. 
What they all have in common is 
their warm hospitality.

34 ACHAT Hotels, 32 of them located throughout Germany, one in Salz-
burg and one in Budapest, all of them look forward to welcoming you. 
Status as of spring 2021, because more are sure to follow ...



34 Gemstones …
... for body, mind and soul 

ACHAT is named after the gemstone „Achat“, 
or when translated to English, „agate“. Every 
single one is in form, color, and shape a   
multifaceted unicum that will enchant you 
with its intrinsic values.

Somehow Magical

The agate-stones are also said to have a  
vitalizing effect. The green Achat [agate], our 
name-giver and mascot, is supposed to  
promote relaxation, inspire the soul, and  
awaken warm-heartedness.



We feel that the green Achat [agate] perfectly 
describes our hotels. 

Every one of our Hotels is also unique: Each with 
its own facets. Your local teams‘ personalities lend 
hospitality a face, making it a familiar and lively 
experience - and provide you with heartfelt ACHAT 
moments.

Really 

     Personal



It’s really amazing here …
In the figurative as well as the literal sense, you’ll always lay right with us. For recreation and well-being, 
for gourmet dining and relaxation, for sightseeing and shopping, for meetings and celebrations. And of 
course for sleeping, like a log. 

And such ACHAT-moments are always known to be included:

“Wonderfully 
relaxing.“

„Teddy is 
going to bed 

soon too.“



„Delicious 
start-up.“

„I‘m turnin‘ my 
head up and 

down …“ 

„I‘ve got one more 
surprise ...“



Existing Options
It‘s a good thing: All ACHAT Hotels offer free 
WIFI and a laid back lounge bar. Plenty of 
outside parking spaces or a roofed parking 
facility is also available. And your four-legged 
friend is always welcome.

All rooms are really amazingly equipped from 
the TV up to the blowdryer. The extent to which 
offers may vary can be viewed in the matrix and 
at length on each hotel‘s website.
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ACHAT Hotel 

Aschheim **** 87     130 

Bad Dürkheim **** 123   *  200 

Bochum Dortmund ***S 108   120 

Bremen City ****S 163    400 

Buchholz Hamburg **** 48   * 100 

Budapest **** 134    60 

Chemnitz *** 99  40 

Darmstadt Griesheim *** 101   25

Dresden Altstadt *** 156 

Dresden Elbufer **** 122   60

Frankenthal in der Pfalz *** 122 

Frankfurt Airport *** 178   10 

Frankfurt Egelsbach **** 88    150



ACHAT Hotel

Hockenheim *** 103 

Karlsruhe City **** 215  170 partly

Kulmbach **** 103   220 

Leipzig Messe *** 99 

LOGINN Hotel Leipzig by ACHAT ***S 170    50 partly

Monheim am Rhein *** 83   40 

München Airport *** 46 

München Süd **** 147     60 partly

Neustadt an der Weinstraße **** 122     120 

Offenbach **** 155     300 

Regensburg Herzog am Dom **** 40

Regensburg im Park **** 96     280

Reilingen Walldorf **** 118     70 

Rüsselsheim Frankfurt **** 108  30 partly

Salzburg **** 62    

Schwarzheide Lausitz ***S 135     70 

Schwetzingen Heidelberg *** 69   50

Stuttgart Airport Messe *** 101    100

Stuttgart Zuffenhausen *** 115  

Wiesbaden City *** 149  70 

Zwickau **** 204   600 
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Namely in practically all of the 
3 930 rooms in our 34 hotels from 
Buchholz in the North Heathland 
via Monheim on the Rhine and 
Black Heathland in Lusatia all the 
way to Budapest on the Danube. 

You can find them online just as 
easily as on any map - all at the 
internet-wide Best Price. 

When it comes to really amazing 
offers, local specialty packages as 
well as our newest openings, our 
newsletter is just right for you. 

See you soon. Wherever you like.

Where you’ll lay just right 



GIFT SOMEONE 
ACHAT-MOMENTS
Really amazing vouchers

They’re fun. From the heart.
It’s really amazing here.

achat-hotels.com



ACHAT Hotels
Konrad-Zuse-Ring 23 / D - 68163 Mannheim
T +49 (0) 621-48 07 0 / F +49 (0) 621 4807 99 

echtgut@achat-hotels.com / achat-hotels.com

*You‘ll always find our Best Price at:
achat-hotels.com


